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Dendritic Sodium Channels Promote Active Decorrelation
and Reduce Phase Locking to Parkinsonian Input
Oscillations in Model Globus Pallidus Neurons

Jeremy R. Edgerton and Dieter Jaeger
Department of Biology, Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia 30322

Correlated firing among populations of neurons is present throughout the brain and is often rhythmic in nature, observable as an
oscillatory fluctuation in the local field potential. Although rhythmic population activity is believed to be critical for normal function in
many brain areas, synchronized neural oscillations are associated with disease states in other cases. In the globus pallidus (GP in rodents,
homolog of the primate GPe), pairs of neurons generally have uncorrelated firing in normal animals despite an anatomical organization
suggesting that they should receive substantial common input. In contrast, correlated and rhythmic GP firing is observed in animal
models of Parkinson’s disease (PD). Based in part on these findings, it has been proposed that an important part of basal ganglia function
is active decorrelation, whereby redundant information is compressed. Mechanisms that implement active decorrelation, and changes
that cause it to fail in PD, are subjects of great interest. Rat GP neurons express fast, transient voltage-dependent sodium channels (NaF
channels) in their dendrites, with the expression level being highest near asymmetric synapses. We recently showed that the dendritic NaF
density strongly influences the responsiveness of model GP neurons to synchronous excitatory inputs. In the present study, we use rat GP
neuron models to show that dendritic NaF channel expression is a potential cellular mechanism of active decorrelation. We further show
that model neurons with lower dendritic NaF channel expression have a greater tendency to phase lock with oscillatory synaptic input
patterns like those observed in PD.

Introduction
Information coding in the mammalian brain is believed to be a
population phenomenon in which correlated activity of neural
subpopulations is critical for signal transmission. Correlated
population activity in many brain areas has a rhythmic character
that produces an oscillatory signal in local field potential (LFP) or
EEG recordings. Oscillatory neural synchronization is believed
to play a critical role in many brain processes (Buzsáki and
Draguhn, 2004; Fries, 2009), and impaired synchronization may
contribute to clinical symptoms in schizophrenia, autism, and
Alzheimer’s disease (Uhlhaas and Singer, 2006). In the basal gan-
glia, however, correlated activity between neurons in behaving
animals is low in the normal state but elevated in Parkinson’s
disease (PD) (Israel and Bergman, 2008). The globus pallidus
(GP in rodents, GPe in primates), a basal ganglia nucleus com-
posed primarily of GABAergic projection neurons, has an ana-
tomical organization suggesting that neighboring GP neurons
should receive substantial shared input based on the size and

orientation of their dendritic arbors relative to their afferent fi-
bers (Percheron et al., 1984; Percheron and Filion, 1991; Yelnik,
2002). However, functional studies show that the activity of both
distant and neighboring pairs of GP neurons is generally uncor-
related in normal animals (Nini et al., 1995; Heimer et al., 2002;
Bar-Gad et al., 2003; Mallet et al., 2008b). These findings have
contributed to the hypothesis that there is a mechanism of active
decorrelation in the basal ganglia (Bar-Gad et al., 2003), whereby
redundant information is compressed into a compact represen-
tation. The uncorrelated nature of GP activity breaks down in
PD, in which synchronized oscillatory activity emerges in multi-
ple basal ganglia nuclei, including the GP and its principal source
of excitation, the subthalamic nucleus (STN). Abnormally high
synchronization and oscillatory activity in the GP and STN have
been observed in parkinsonian patients (Levy et al., 2002; Silber-
stein et al., 2003; Kühn et al., 2005, 2008), monkeys (Nini et al.,
1995; Raz et al., 2000; Heimer et al., 2002; Soares et al., 2004), and
rats (Sharott et al., 2005; Mallet et al., 2008a,b).

In rats, GP neuron dendrites express fast, transient, voltage-
dependent Na� channels (NaF channels) with a distribution that
is enriched near sites of excitatory synaptic input, and slice re-
cordings indicate that excitatory synaptic inputs can trigger
propagating dendritic action potentials under some circum-
stances (Hanson et al., 2004). This may also be true in other
species but remains to be investigated. We recently showed that,
in multicompartmental GP neuron models, high dendritic NaF
channel expression resulted in exquisite sensitivity to synchro-
nous excitatory events occurring close together in the dendritic
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tree (Edgerton et al., 2010), raising the possibility that dendritic
NaF channel expression could modulate the propagation of syn-
chronous oscillations through the basal ganglia network. In the
present study, we used the same set of model neurons and devel-
oped a novel method of generating artificial parkinsonian spike
trains from neurophysiological data to determine how dendritic
NaF channel expression would affect GP neuron responses to
parkinsonian input patterns.

Materials and Methods
Simulations
Simulations were performed using GENESIS 2.3 (www.genesis-sim.org/
GENESIS) and analyzed with Matlab (MathWorks). Most simulations
were run on the Emory High Performance Computing Cluster (Sun
Microsystems). Approximately 1 s of simulated data could be generated
per minute on each processor core.

Model properties
The model neurons used in this study were derived from a combined
electrophysiology and modeling database study (Günay et al., 2008) and
have been described in detail previously (Edgerton et al., 2010). The code
necessary to run simulations with the models is available for download
from ModelDB (http://senselab.med.yale.edu/modelDB/, accession
number 136315). The models were designed to match the electrophysi-
ological properties of GP neurons recorded in brain slices prepared from
male Sprague Dawley rats, ages P16 –P21. Only the synaptic inputs dif-
fered between this study and our previous one with these models. The
passive biophysical parameters of the model neurons were CM � 0.024
F/m 2, RM � 1.47 �m 2, and RA � 1.74 �m. A canonical axon was
connected to the soma to allow for axonal spike initiation and realistic
axonal current sinks and sources. This axon was adapted from Shen et al.
(1999), with an initial segment, three myelinated internodal segments
and two unmyelinated nodes of Ranvier. The myelinated compartments
had no active conductances and had the following passive parameter
values: CM � 0.00024 F/m 2, RM � 10 �m 2, RA � 1.74 �m.

The model neurons contained nine different types of ion channels
(eight voltage-dependent, one calcium-dependent) based on experimen-
tal data. Except for the simulations in which the density of HCN and SK
channel expression was varied, the nine model neurons that were used in
this study differed from one another in only one respect: the distribution
of NaF channels in their dendrites. The model neuron with the most NaF
conductance had a uniform density of NaF channels throughout the
soma and dendrites, whereas the remaining variants had a declining
proximal– distal gradient of NaF channels determined by the following
equation:

gNaF�i� � gNaF�soma� � �0.01 � e��xi/L��,

where gNaF(i) is the conductance density of NaF in dendritic compart-
ment i, xi is the path distance (in micrometers) separating compartment
i from the soma, and L is a length constant that determines the steepness
of the gradient. The model neurons with dendritic gNaF gradients had the
following values for the parameter L (in �m): 500, 250, 150, 100, 75, 50,
25, and 10. For one part of the study, the levels of SK and HCN channel
expression were systematically varied to assess the contributions of these
channels to the model neuron response properties. In these simulations,
the persistent sodium channel density ( gNaP) was reduced by 	20% so
that the GP neurons would be quiescent when HCN channels were ab-
sent. This was done because of a recent report that, in dopamine-depleted
rodent GP neurons, HCN channel expression is reduced and the neurons
become quiescent in the absence of stimulation (Chan et al., 2011). The
original HCN channel parameters were based on whole-cell recordings
from GP neurons in brain slices (Chan et al., 2004), a method that
involves washout of soluble cytoplasmic elements. HCN channels are
strongly modulated by cAMP and cGMP, with binding of these nucleo-
tides shifting the half-activation voltage of the channels to the right by
10 –25 mV and resulting in greater channel activity in the physiological
voltage range (Wahl-Schott and Biel, 2009). To ensure that the HCN
channel activity was not underestimated, we right-shifted the half-

activation voltage of the channels by �20 mV for this part of the study.
The ion channel density parameters for all of the nine-channel model
simulations are summarized in Table 1.

Simplified two-channel models
The models described above contained nine different ion channel types
because of experimental evidence that all of those channel types are ex-
pressed in rat GP neurons. Although those models have the obvious
benefit of incorporating known features of the real biological system,
they bring about the question of whether the results we observed are
limited to the complex ion channel context that we used or whether the
results are more generally applicable. To address this question, we used
an additional set of models that contained the minimal set of ion chan-
nels necessary to examine the effect of dendritic NaF channel expression:
NaF channels and delayed rectifier potassium channels (Kv2 subtype).
These simplified models were also first described in a previous publica-
tion (Edgerton et al., 2010). The ion channel density parameters are
summarized in Table 2.

Simple synaptic inputs
For the simulations using artificial sinusoidal input patterns described in
Figures 1– 4, synaptic conductances were modeled as generic AMPA syn-
apses (rise time, 1 ms; decay time, 3 ms; reversal potential, 0 mV; unitary
amplitude, 250 pS) or GABAA synapses (rise time, 1 ms; fall time, 12 ms;
reversal potential, �80 mV; unitary amplitude, 250 pS) uniformly dis-
tributed throughout the dendritic tree and activated with random tim-
ing. The dendritic compartments in the model were not all the same size,
so uniform synapse distributions were implemented by making each
compartment receive synaptic input at rates that were proportional to
the membrane surface area of the compartment. The mean synaptic
conductance density of each synapse type (AMPA or GABAA) was there-
fore uniform across all dendritic compartments. This choice of input
properties is taken from our previous study (Edgerton et al., 2010) and
allows for a direct comparison with our previous findings. As noted
below, more biophysically accurate synaptic parameters may be desirable
for realistic parkinsonian input patterns. When these more complex syn-
aptic properties were tested with simple sinusoidal input patterns, no
noteworthy differences were seen (results not shown because of space
limitations).

Table 1. Ion channel densities in the model GP neurons used in this study

Channel Soma (S/m2) Dendrite (S/m2) Axon (S/m2) a

NaF 500 500b 1750
NaP 1.015c 1.523 3.55
Kv2 20 20 100
Kv3 40 40 200
Kv4 50d 100d 500
KCNQ 2 2 10
CaHVA 0.3 0.3– 0.9e 0
SKf 64 0.12 0
HCN 0.7g 0.7g 0
aAxonal channels were present in the initial segment and internodal segments only.
bRefers to the model with uniform dendritic gNaF.
cFor Figure 10, these values were decreased to 0.8 (soma) and 1.2 (dendrite).
dForty percent rapidly inactivating, 60% slowly inactivating.
eA total of 0.3 for large-diameter dendrites, 0.6 for medium, 0.9 for small.
fFor Figure 10, density values were multiplied by 0 (�), 1 (�), or 2.5 (��).
gMixture of homomeric HCN2 (5 of 7 of total) and heteromeric HCN1/HCN2 (2 of 7 of total). For Figure 10, the baseline
density was increased from 0.7 to 3.5 S/m2, and this value was multiplied by 0 (�), 1 (�), or 10 (��) in the
different simulations.

Table 2. Ion channel densities in the simplified two-channel models

Channel Soma (S/m2) Dendrite (S/m2) Axona (S/m2)

NaF 500 500b 20,000
Kv2 60 60 2400
aAxonal channels were present in the initial segment and internodal segments only.
b Refers to the model with uniform dendritic gNaF.
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Sinusoidal input oscillations
For the sinusoidal input oscillations in Figures 1– 4, input timing was
random but the input rates of either the AMPA synapses or the
GABAA synapses were made to fluctuate above and below their base-
line values in a repeating sine wave. For AMPA oscillations, sinusoidal
input rates fluctuated by 
10% of their baseline values, such that a
synapse with an average rate of 20 events/s would have an average
instantaneous rate of 22 Hz at the peak and 18 Hz at the trough of each
oscillation cycle. For GABAA oscillations, input rates varied by 
25%
of their baseline values. All of the oscillatory inputs were given the
same oscillation frequency and phase. For simulations in which the
AMPA inputs were oscillatory, the GABAA inputs were given constant
input rates (randomly timed but with a constant average rate
throughout the simulation) that were adjusted independently for
each model neuron to obtain matching output spike rates. For simu-
lations in which the GABAA inputs were oscillatory, the AMPA inputs
had constant rates that were adjusted for each model neuron to
achieve the target output spike rates.

Parkinsonian synaptic inputs
For GP neurons in parkinsonian animals, the input is much more com-
plex than the sinusoidal rate modulations, and it is possible that dendritic
NaF channels would have different effects under more realistic input
conditions. One major difference is that the oscillations that are visible in
EEG and LFP recordings do not have a consistent cycle duration but
instead show cycle expansions and compressions that can be quite sub-
stantial. Furthermore, individual STN neurons in animal models of PD
typically have bursty firing patterns that are quite different from the
randomly timed patterns in our sinusoidal oscillations (Bergman et al.,
1994; Mallet et al., 2008a). To test our initial results under more realistic
input conditions, the remaining simulations all had the following input
properties.

Synaptic conductances. Three different types of synaptic inputs were
simulated, all using � function conductance waveforms. Glutamatergic
STN input parameters were estimated from published miniature EPSC
recordings (Chen et al., 2006; Hashimoto and Kita, 2008; Chen et al.,
2009): rise time � 1 ms, decay time � 4 ms, EAMPA � 0 mV, and gsyn �
0.33 nS. For striatal inhibitory inputs, rise time � 0.8 ms, decay time � 5
ms, EGABA � �80 mV, and gsyn � 0.75 nS (Sims et al., 2008). For inhib-
itory collateral inputs from other GP neurons, rise time � 0.5 ms, decay
time � 5 ms, EGABA � �80 mV, and gsyn � 0.8 nS (Sims et al., 2008).

Synapse distributions. Synapses were added to the model neurons
based on the study by Falls et al. (1983), in which two of the main
dendrites from a single rat GP neuron were reconstructed using serial
thin sectioning, and the synaptic boutons were classified and counted for
each dendrite (Falls et al., 1983). Using the data in Table 1 of that study as
a guide and adjusting for the dendritic tree size of our model neuron, a
total of 800 STN synapses, 5510 striatal synapses, and 115 GP collateral
synapses were incorporated into the model (Table 3). STN synapses were
excluded from the soma and proximal dendritic trunk (first two to three
compartments of each primary dendrite) and were randomly placed in
the remaining dendritic compartments with equal probability per square
micrometer of surface area. For most experiments, simulations were run
with 10 different random STN synapse distributions, and the results were
averaged. For the raster plots shown in Figures 7 and 8, 100 different
random STN distributions were used.

Parkinsonian input patterns. STN spike trains recorded from hemi-
parkinsonian rats under urethane anesthesia were kindly provided by
Drs. N. Mallet and P. J. Magill (Medical Research Council Anatomical
Neuropharmacology Unit, Oxford University, Oxford, UK). The
spike trains were all taken from periods when the EEG signal indi-
cated a brain state of spontaneous “activation” (Mallet et al.,
2008a,b). From the 13 original STN spike trains, we constructed 2080
simulated trains (160 per template spike train) that reproduce the
overall statistical properties of their original template but have inde-
pendent event timing (see Fig. 5). To generate the simulated spike
trains, we used a novel approach based on the weighted context tree
algorithm (Willems et al., 1995). Our approach was implemented by
a C�� program (by J.R.E.) with a Matlab interface. The detailed
step-by-step procedure for generating the spike trains is described in
the next section. The generation of the weighted context tree involved
one modification from the original method of Willems et al.: rather
than having the context (i.e., spiking history) for any given time in a
spike train be simply the D time bins preceding that point (where D is
the tree depth parameter), the spiking history was represented by a
hybrid context in which individual context symbols could represent
more than one time bin. An example of this process is shown in Figure
5B, and the hybrid binning parameters we used are listed in Table 4.

The method generates new spike trains that individually have the same
beta frequency power as their original templates but, as a population,
have no phase relationship to one another and so would not produce an
oscillatory LFP. To generate simulated spike trains with a common un-
derlying oscillation, we used a “driver” signal that represented the pop-
ulation oscillation. The driver signal was generated by first replacing each
spike in one original STN spike train with a Gaussian waveform (ampli-
tude � 1, width at half-amplitude � 20 ms, linear summation between
overlapping Gaussian waveforms) and then normalizing the driver to
have mean � 1 and variance of CP, where CP was a user-determined
correlation parameter controlling the strength of the population oscilla-
tion. As shown in Figure 6, this method allowed us to generate groups of
simulated spike trains with realistic statistics that displayed differing lev-
els of population synchrony.

Step-by-step procedure for generating artificial spike trains. For each
template spike train, simulated spike trains were generated through the
following steps. (1) The template spike train was binned at high time
resolution (1–3 ms per bin), with 0 meaning that no spike occurred in the
time bin and 1 meaning that a spike did occur.

(2) A weighted context tree was generated from the binned tem-
plate according to two user-defined parameters: the tree depth D and

Table 3. Synapse distributions for parkinsonian input patterns

Location Surface area (�m2) STN Striatal GP–GP

Dendrite 1 trunka 72 0 39 30
Dendrite 1 remainder 1848 202b 1350 0
Dendrite 2 trunka 77 0 40 30
Dendrite 2 remainder 1543 164b 1122 0
Dendrite 3 trunka 120 0 40 30
Dendrite 3 remainder 4012 434b 2913 0
Soma 564 0 125 25
Dendritic trunk totals 269 0 119 90
Dendritic remainder totals 7134 800 5385 0
Combined totals 7967 800 115
aFor each of the three primary dendrites, the trunk was composed of the first two to three compartments (approx-
imately 17 linear micrometers).
bSTN synapse numbers in the table are the mean values for 100 different random distributions.

Table 4. Parameters for the context-tree weighting spike train algorithm

Set Bin width (ms)
Context strategy (30 symbols per context) (symbols � bins
per symbol, from most recent to farthest back in time) Total # bins in context Context duration (ms)

1 2 4 � 1 bin, 4 � 2 bins, 4 � 3 bins, 4 � 4 bins, 14 � 5 bins 110 220
2 2 5 � 1 bin, 5 � 2 bins, 20 � 5 bins 115 230
3 3 8 � 1 bin, 5 � 2 bins, 17 � 5 bins 103 309
4 3 10 � 1 bin, 20 � 5 bins 110 330

At any point in a spike train, the spiking history immediately preceding that time point forms the context. Each context contained 30 binary symbols. The value of the symbol was 0 if there were no spikes in any of the bins represented by
the symbol, and 1 if there was a spike in any of the bins.
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the hybrid context rule that converted the binned spike train into a
hybrid spiking history context (see Fig. 5B and Table 4). The context
tree stored all unique spiking patterns up to length D that were pres-
ent in the template spike train. For each unique spiking pattern, the
program would find all instances of that pattern in the template spike
train, count how often the pattern was found and how often it was
followed immediately (in the first time bin after the pattern) by a
spike, and store these values in the node of the context tree that
represented the pattern. The estimate of the spiking probability for
the next time bin following any unique spiking pattern x would thus
be simply the fraction of times that pattern x immediately preceded a
spike in the template data:

P�spike�x� �
Nx��1

Nx
.

(3) A seed sequence was randomly selected from the template data and
used as the starting point for the generation of a new spike train. The seed
sequence itself was not included in the new train but provided the initial
probability estimates.

(4) The new binned spike train was generated one bin at a time, with
the recent spiking history (initially the seed sequence) being used to
determine the probability that a spike would occur in the present time
bin. Because the newly generated artificial spike trains contained some
spiking patterns that were not present anywhere in the template spike
train or that were present too few times in the template to provide a
reasonable probability estimate, sampling constraints were introduced.
First, the minimum number of times that a pattern had to be observed in
the template spike train to be included was three. If a full-length context
was observed fewer than three times in the template, the tail end of the
context (the most distant part of the spiking history) would be progres-
sively truncated until a context substring that satisfied the sampling con-
straint was reached. The final value that was used for the context-
dependent spiking probability was the average over all substrings of the
context that had at least three observations and were at least 10 symbols
in length (up to the maximum of D � 30), or if none of the context
substrings met these requirements, then the longest context that had at
least three observations was used. The actual spike probability for any
given time bin i immediately following context x was the product of two
things: (1) the spike probability given context x, and (2) the value of the
driver vector at time bin x:

Pspike(i) � P(spike|x) * driver(i).

A random number was drawn from a uniform distribution spanning
[0,1], and if the random number was less than or equal to Pspike(x), the
new bin contained a 1; otherwise the new bin contained a 0. The recent
history was then updated to reflect this outcome, and the value of the
next bin was selected using the same procedure.

(5) The synthetic spike trains were then converted from binned rep-
resentations to actual spike times by randomly jittering spikes within
their bins except when the spike occurred shortly after a preceding
spike (within 10 ms). In these cases, the spike time within the bin was
chosen randomly from the autocorrelation distribution of the template
spike train at the appropriate lag time to preserve the refractory period of
the spike train.

Synaptic release probability. Although our synthetic spike trains should
be an accurate representation of STN activity in parkinsonian rats, trans-
lating these spike trains into presynaptic input patterns requires that the
synaptic vesicle release probability (Pr) be considered. Short-term plas-
ticity at the rat STN–GP synapse has been quantitatively characterized
(Hanson and Jaeger, 2002), so we used the plasticity parameters from
that study to convert our synthetic STN spike trains into actual synaptic
input trains for the GP neuron model. This required an estimate of the
initial synaptic Pr (Pr for a synapse that has been inactive long enough to
have no residual plasticity in effect), which has not been determined for
STN-to-GP synapses to our knowledge. For rat Schaeffer collateral to
CA1 synapses, the initial Pr is typically in the range of 0.05– 0.4, although
highly variable (Hessler et al., 1993; Rosenmund et al., 1993; Dobrunz
and Stevens, 1997), so we used a value of 0.2. We also assumed that, when

an STN neuron was firing at its average firing rate, short-term potentia-
tion and depression would approximately balance out to produce a
steady-state average Pr of 0.2. For each of the 13 STN spike train tem-
plates, we started with the plasticity parameters from Hanson and Jaeger
that would produce a steady-state release probability closest to 0.2 for
that spike train and adjusted the plasticity rates as needed to achieve a 0.2
average steady-state Pr. Each event in each synthetic spike train was then
assigned a Pr based on the spiking history preceding it, and the spike
event was either kept as a successful release or rejected as a release failure
at random but with the appropriate history-dependent probability. The
parameter values used for each template spike train are listed in Table 5.
Because the accuracy of our initial and steady-state Pr values cannot be
confirmed, we also ran simulations using the artificial spike trains with-
out any Pr adjustment (i.e., Pr � 1.0 for all spikes). The main conclusions
of the study—that dendritic NaF channel expression promotes decorre-
lation and insensitivity to global input oscillations—were not affected by
this change in basal release probability.

Data analysis
Simulation data were analyzed using Matlab. Power spectra were com-
puted using multitaper spectral estimation, which uses a series of orthog-
onal data tapers to make the spectral estimate more accurate and allows
for the computation of confidence intervals from a single trial (Thom-
son, 1982; Bokil et al., 2006). This was implemented through the freely
available Chronux package, version 2.00 (Mitra and Bokil, 2008; Bokil et
al., 2010) (http://www.chronux.org). Spike trains were converted into bi-
nary representations with bin widths of 1 ms, and their power spectra were
estimated with the Chronux mtspectrumpb.m and mtspectrumsegpb.m
functions. Coherence between binned event trains and the oscillatory driver
signal was computed using the Chronux coherencycpb.m and coheren-
cysegcpb.m functions.

Phase locking of the model neurons to the oscillatory parkinsonian
inputs was assessed using spike phase distribution analysis. To con-
struct spike phase distributions, the instantaneous phase at each point in
the driver signal was obtained by bandpass filtering the signal from 15 to
30 Hz and then taking a Hilbert transform of the filtered signal (exam-
ple shown in Fig. 6 A). The time at which each output spike occurred
could then be converted into a phase of the underlying oscillation, al-
though the oscillation cycle duration was not constant. A concentration
of spikes at specific phases indicates phase locking, whereas a flat phase
distribution indicates a lack thereof. To compare phase locking across
models and conditions, we used phase synchronization (Tass et al.,
1998), a measure that uses Shannon entropy to quantify how non-
uniform a phase distribution is (because the null hypothesis that the
measured variable—spike times in this case—is not phase dependent
would predict a uniform distribution of spike times with respect to the
driver signal phase). This measure is bounded between 0 and 1, with 0
meaning that spikes occurred with equal probability at all phases, and 1
meaning that all spikes occurred at the same driver signal phase. Phase
synchronization was computed from spike phase histograms with 10°

Table 5. Parameters for short-term plasticity function

Template spike train IncF TauF F bound IncD TauD

1 1.54 0.15 5 0.85 0.7
2 1.34 0.235 5 0.85 0.7
3 1.4 0.241 5 0.9 0.491
4 1.34 0.37 5 0.86 0.7
5 1.4 0.24 5 0.86 0.505
6 1.34 0.36 5 0.87 0.7
7 1.4 0.24 5 0.85 0.5
8 1.6 0.2 5 0.82 0.728
9 1.34 0.325 5 0.87 0.71

10 1.34 0.3 5 0.85 0.7
11 1.4 0.245 5 0.87 0.505
12 1.4 0.245 5 0.89 0.49
13 1.4 0.25 5 0.89 0.66

Parameters for the short-term plasticity model of Hanson and Jaeger (2002).
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bins. Because phase synchronization measures the non-uniformity of a
histogram, it is sensitive to the number of observations in the sample: for
the same uniform phase distribution, a smaller sample size will have a
more “noisy” histogram than a larger one as a result of averaging effects,
and for this reason phase synchronization tends to decrease as the sample
size increases. In the case of the present study, this caused an artificial
decrease in phase synchronization for simulations with higher spike
rates. In cases in which we compared phase locking across different firing
rates, we used the phase synchronization ratio, defined as the observed
phase synchronization divided by the expected (random chance) phase
synchronization for the trial. The expected phase synchronization as-
sumed no relationship between the spike times and the underlying oscil-
lation and was estimated by randomly shuffling the original spike train
100 times, computing the phase synchronization for each shuffled ver-
sion, and averaging the 100 values. To generate 95% confidence intervals
for phase synchronization, we used a bootstrap procedure. From the
distribution of spike phases for each simulation, 100 sample populations
were drawn randomly with replacement. Confidence intervals were
then estimated from the 100 sample populations using the bias cor-
rected and accelerated percentile method (Efron, 1987) (Matlab
bootci.m function). To compute the circular mean of the phase distribu-
tions (which takes into account the fact that 10° and 350° should average
to 0°, not 170°), we used CircStat, a freely available toolbox for Matlab
(Berens, 2009).

Results
High dendritic NaF channel expression
reduced sensitivity to sinusoidal
input oscillations
We showed previously that model GP
neurons with a high dendritic gNaF level
that supports dendritic spike initiation are
more sensitive to synchronous excitation
than are similar model neurons with low
dendritic gNaF and axonal spike initiation
(Edgerton et al., 2010). As a result, we ex-
pected that the models with high dendritic
gNaF would be more likely to transmit syn-
chronous input oscillations through to
their targets, and we hypothesized that ab-
normally high dendritic gNaF expression
could be a factor in the abnormal pallidal
synchronization that is observed in ani-
mal models of Parkinson’s disease.

To test this hypothesis, we first ran
simulations in which either the excitatory
or inhibitory background synapses all
fired in a weakly oscillatory pattern with a
constant frequency and phase (sine-wave
oscillation; see Materials and Methods).
We focused on three of the model neurons
for these simulations: the model with uni-
form dendritic gNaF expression, in which
virtually all action potentials recorded at
the soma originate in the dendrites (“den-
dritic spiking model”); the L75 model (de-
clining gNaF with distance from the soma,
length constant � 75 �m), in which ap-
proximately half of the action potentials
initiate in the dendrites and the other half
in the axon initial segment (“mixed spik-
ing model”); and the L10 model, in which
all action potentials initiate in the axon
initial segment (“axonal spiking model”).
We initially tested an oscillatory rate
modulation at a frequency of 20 Hz be-

cause the abnormal oscillations observed in the STN of rats ren-
dered parkinsonian with 6-OHDA are around this frequency in
the beta band (Mallet et al., 2008a,b). The oscillating component
of the input (Fig. 1, excitation in A,B, inhibition in C,D) was
identical for each model, whereas the non-oscillatory input was
varied to make each model fire at 20 Hz on average. Contrary to
our expectations, the axonal spiking and mixed spiking model
neurons transmitted the oscillations much more faithfully than
the dendritic spiking model regardless of whether the oscillation
was carried by the excitatory or the inhibitory inputs (Fig. 1). It is
noteworthy that, in the case of oscillating inhibition, the spiking
dendrite model needed less than half as much excitatory input as
the other two models to achieve a 20 Hz spike rate (see Fig. 1
legend). This meant that the total combined synaptic input was
substantially more oscillatory for the spiking dendrite model
than for the other two in this case, yet the output of the spiking
dendrite model was the least oscillatory of the three. In compar-
ing the mixed spiking model to the axonal spiking model, the
difference was modest but the axonal spiking model had more
power in the 20 Hz band for both input conditions than the
mixed spiking model (Fig. 1B,D).

Figure 1. High dendritic gNaF reduced the sensitivity of the model GP neuron to sinusoidal oscillations in the input. In the
examples shown, both the oscillation rate and the average model neuron firing rates were 20 Hz. Whether the oscillation was
present in the excitatory synaptic inputs (A, B) or the inhibitory synaptic inputs (C, D), the oscillations were reflected much more
strongly in the output of the model neurons with lower dendritic gNaF levels. Simulations were 100 s long. Raster plots and
histograms were constructed by dividing the data into 100 equal segments and discarding the first segment. For the simulations in
A and B, the average excitation rate was 10,220 events/s for all models (with 10% oscillation amplitude). The inhibitory input was
non-oscillatory and had the following average rates (events/s): 4982 for the axonal spiking model, 6336 for the mixed spiking
model, and 16,199 for the dendritic spiking model. For the simulations in C and D, the average inhibition rate was 3066 events/s for
all models (with 25% oscillation amplitude). The excitatory input was non-oscillatory and had the following average rates (events/
s): 7052 for the axonal spiking model, 5391 for the mixed spiking model, and 2351 for the dendritic spiking model.
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In the previous experiment, the oscil-
lation frequency of the input and the
mean firing rate of the target neuron were
the same (20 Hz). It is possible that reso-
nance between the intrinsic spiking mech-
anism and the synaptic input could
contribute to the oscillatory response of
the model neuron and that differences in
resonance could explain the different os-
cillatory responses of the three models. To
examine how the frequency of the input
oscillation affected the degree to which
the model neurons responded to it, we
tested inputs with sinusoidal oscillations
at frequencies of 5, 20, and 37 Hz, again
with the model neurons all firing at 20 Hz.
The results showed a strong frequency de-
pendence for both the axonal spiking and
mixed spiking model neurons: they were
much more sensitive to the 20 Hz input
oscillation than to those at 5 and 37 Hz
(Fig. 2A,B). The dendritic spiking model
neuron was relatively insensitive to all of
the oscillation frequencies (Fig. 2C).
These results support the hypothesis that
resonance between the intrinsic spiking
mechanism and the oscillating input con-
tributes to the responses of the axonal
spiking and mixed spiking models and in-
dicate that spiking dendrites disrupted
this interaction when the model neuron
was firing at 20 Hz. However, because the
intrinsic spiking mechanism can operate
stably at a wide range of frequencies, it is
possible that the spiking dendrite model
may show enhanced resonance at a differ-
ent firing rate. To determine how well
each model neuron would transmit input
oscillations as a function of both spike rate
and input oscillation frequency, we ana-
lyzed the response of each model neuron
to all combinations of five different values
for the oscillatory input and output spik-
ing rates: 5, 13, 20, 28, and 37 Hz. The results showed that the
axonal and mixed spiking model neurons were always most sen-
sitive to input oscillations when the model spike rate matched the
oscillation frequency, whether the oscillatory input was excit-
atory (Fig. 3A) or inhibitory (Fig. 3B). At low spike rates, the
effect was small and the tendency to oscillate was weak; as the
spike rate increased, the oscillatory tendency became much
stronger in both of these models. In contrast, the dendritic spik-
ing model was insensitive to the oscillatory input under all of the
conditions tested and showed little or no frequency dependence.

We observed previously that the variability of spike timing
during random synaptic bombardment was consistently higher
in the model neurons with higher levels of dendritic gNaF (Edger-
ton et al., 2010). This suggested that the added dendritic NaF
channels were enabling synaptic inputs to more completely dom-
inate the intrinsic axo-somatic pacemaking mechanism, a hy-
pothesis that is compatible with the results described above using
oscillatory inputs. To look in more detail at resonance in the
model neurons, we used random, non-oscillatory synaptic input
trains to drive the model neurons to spike at different firing rates

and plotted the power spectra for each model at each rate (Fig.
3C). The results were completely consistent with what we ob-
served in the presence of input oscillations: although the input
times were random and non-oscillatory in these simulations, the
axonal spiking and mixed spiking model neurons showed clear
peaks in their output power spectra centered around the mean
spike rate, and the peaks grew larger as the firing rate got faster; at
the same time, there were no peaks in the power spectra for the
dendritic spiking model under any input conditions tested.

The preceding results showed very clear differences between
the dendritic spiking model and the other two but only modest
differences between the axonal and mixed spiking model neu-
rons. To gain a better sense of how the transition from strongly
oscillatory (axonal and mixed spiking models) to relatively non-
oscillatory output (dendritic spiking model) occurred as a func-
tion of the dendritic gNaF expression level, we repeated the
random-input simulations shown in Figure 3C for all nine model
neurons with varying dendritic NaF gradients. Power spectral
analysis of the output spike trains from these simulations (Fig. 4)
showed that, at low spike rates (13 Hz and below), there was little

Figure 2. Model neuron sensitivity to input oscillations was rate dependent. With each model neuron spiking at a mean rate of
20 Hz, the excitatory input was made to oscillate at 5, 20, or 37 Hz (oscillation amplitude�10%). The axonal spiking model (A) and
mixed spiking model (B) were much more sensitive to the 20 Hz input oscillation than to the 5 or 37 Hz oscillations. The dendritic
spiking model was the least oscillatory in all cases and did not show a clear frequency preference (C). The synaptic input rates for
these simulations were the same as for Figure 1 A.
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difference between the models. At 20 Hz, the models with axonal
or mixed spiking clearly showed peaks in their power spectra near
the mean firing rate, whereas the purely dendritic spiking models
continued to have flat spectra. At spike rates above the 25–35 Hz
average observed in rat GP neurons (Urbain et al., 2000; Mallet et
al., 2008b), there was a smooth progression across the nine model
neurons: as the dendritic gNaF level increased, the tendency of the
model neuron to oscillate at its mean firing frequency diminished
(Fig. 4C).

The weighted context tree method produced artificial
parkinsonian spike trains with appropriate properties and
adjustable oscillation strengths
Although the dendritic NaF channel expression level had a large
effect on the tendency of model neurons to transfer sinusoidal
input oscillations to their targets, it is not clear that responses to
parkinsonian oscillations, which have variable cycle times and
thus a mixture of frequency components, would be affected sim-
ilarly. Furthermore, although rat GP neurons do have mean fir-
ing rates in the beta frequency range, GPe neurons in nonhuman
primates have faster mean firing rates in both normal animals
(50 –70 Hz: DeLong, 1971; Heimer et al., 2002; Soares et al., 2004;
Elias et al., 2007) and in animals with MPTP-induced Parkinson-
ism (45 Hz: Heimer et al., 2002; Soares et al., 2004). Finally, in

parkinsonian animals, the STN firing pat-
tern shows a higher degree of bursting and
synchrony than normal, and our previous
study showed that bursts of excitation to
single dendritic branches are particularly
effective at activating the model neurons
with robust dendritic spiking (Edgerton et
al., 2010). For these reasons, the absence
of bursting in our sinusoidal inputs may
have underestimated the response of the
spiking dendrite model to parkinsonian
oscillations.

To more accurately simulate parkinso-
nian input patterns, we developed a
method to generate artificial spike trains
based on neurophysiological recordings
from parkinsonian rats (see Materials and
Methods). This strategy used the weighted
context tree method (Willems et al., 1995)
to estimate the probability that a spike
would occur in the next time bin (usually
1–3 ms) of a spike train given the recent
history of that spike train. Using this ap-
proach, we were able to take 13 spike
trains recorded from STN neurons in
hemi-parkinsonian rats (Fig. 5A) (spike
trains kindly provided by Drs. N. Mallet
and P. J. Magill) (Mallet et al., 2008a,b)
and generate an arbitrarily large popula-
tion of artificial spike trains that each re-
produced the firing pattern (Fig. 5B),
interspike interval distribution (Fig. 5C),
autocorrelation distribution (Fig. 5D),
and power spectrum (Fig. 5E) of which-
ever original spike train was used as the
template.

Although the method did an excellent
job of reproducing the statistics of the tem-
plate spike trains, the artificial spike trains

did not have any underlying correlation with one another that would
simulate the type of synchronized oscillatory activity that is a hall-
mark of PD. To introduce an underlying population oscillation that
was shared by the artificial spike trains, we used a driver signal to
represent the population oscillation. The driver signal was a
smoothed STN spike train (see Materials and Methods) from a
hemi-parkinsonian rat that was strongly correlated with the network
beta oscillations present in the cortical EEG from the same animal.
The strength of the population oscillation was proportional to the
amount of fluctuation (variance) in the driver signal, so the driver
signal variance served as the parameter that could be adjusted by the
experimenter (correlation parameter CP � driver signal variance).

To test different underlying oscillation strengths, we used a set
of driver signals that differed in their variance but had the same
phase and waveform (Fig. 6A1). Even at the highest value of the
correlation parameter (CP � 0.022) (Fig. 6, red traces), the total
summed AMPA conductance generated by one example set of
800 artificial spike trains was only moderately oscillatory (Fig.
6A3). Raster plots and binned spike histograms for the CP �
0.022 example spike trains are shown in Figure 6B. Analysis of the
summed AMPA conductance traces from Figure 6A3 revealed
that, as the correlation parameter value increased, the beta fre-
quency peak in the AMPA conductance power spectrum grew
larger (Fig. 6C), the coherence between the driver signal and the

Figure 3. Oscillation sensitivity in the model neurons with lower dendritic gNaF was maximal when the oscillation frequency
matched the spike rate of the model neuron. To determine under what conditions the model neurons were most oscillatory, each
one was subjected to oscillating excitation (A) or inhibition (B) at five different oscillation frequencies: 5, 13, 20, 28, and 37 Hz. For
each of these oscillation frequencies, the model neurons were driven to fire at the same five frequencies by adjusting the amount
of counterbalancing random (non-oscillatory) synaptic input while keeping the oscillatory inputs the same. For each simulation,
the degree to which the input oscillation was reflected in the output spike train was measured as the percentage of the total power
in the output spectrum (from 0.1 to 100 Hz) that was at the oscillation frequency 
 1 Hz. The model neurons with low (A1, B1) and
intermediate (A2, B2) dendritic gNaF both showed a tendency to oscillate most strongly when their output firing rate matched the
input oscillation frequency, suggesting a resonance effect. This was the case for all five oscillation rates tested, but the effect was
larger at higher frequencies. The high dendritic gNaF model (A3, B3) was relatively insensitive to the oscillations regardless of
frequency. C, To look for intrinsic resonance in the model neurons, simulations were run in which the synaptic input timing took the
form of a uniformly random distribution (white noise). The model neurons were again tuned to multiple output spike rates by
varying either the amount of excitation or the amount of inhibition. Power spectra are shown for 5, 20, and 37 Hz to demonstrate
that the model neurons with lower dendritic gNaF (C1, C2) had much more of their output power concentrated near the mean firing
frequency compared with the high dendritic gNaF model (C3) but only at the higher firing frequencies. Gray lines are from simula-
tions with fixed excitation rates across models, and black lines are from simulations with fixed inhibition rates across models.
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synaptic conductance increased, particularly in the beta fre-
quency band (Fig. 6D), spikes in the artificial trains became more
and more concentrated near the driver signal phase of 0° rather
than being unrelated to the driver signal phase (Fig. 6E), and
phase synchronization (Tass et al., 1998) between the driver sig-

nal and the spikes in the artificial spike trains increased linearly
with the correlation parameter, at least over the range of values
tested (Fig. 6F).

Dendritic NaF channels reduced phase locking to
parkinsonian input patterns
We tested six of the model GP neurons with the parkinsonian
input trains that we created. The excitatory STN synaptic inputs
came from the parkinsonian artificial spike trains and were iden-
tical across models, whereas the inhibitory striatal inputs were
randomly timed and had rates that were adjusted to make the
models fire at specific mean frequencies. For each model and at
each CP value, 100 simulations were run using different random
locations of STN synapses, different random combinations of
artificial parkinsonian spike trains, and different random seeds
for the timing of the inhibitory synapses (Fig. 7). The model
neurons were firing at 	28 –30 Hz, similar to the mean firing rate
for GP neurons in awake rats (Ruskin et al., 1999; Urbain et al.,
2000, 2002). Consistent with the results of the sinusoidal input
simulations, the model neurons with lower levels of dendritic
gNaF expression were clearly more sensitive to the underlying os-
cillation than model neurons with high dendritic gNaF expression.
This is visibly apparent in the raster plots and binned spike his-
tograms shown for the models with the lowest and highest den-
dritic gNaF levels (Fig. 7A). Quantitative analysis revealed three
different effects of dendritic gNaF in these simulations: (1) the beta
oscillation present in the excitatory input was much less apparent
in the output spike train when dendritic gNaF was high (Fig. 7B);
(2) output spikes occurred at a later phase of the beta cycle, on
average, with higher dendritic gNaF (Fig. 7C,D); and (3) phase
locking between output spikes and the driver signal beta oscillation
was weaker for higher levels of dendritic gNaF expression (Fig. 7E).

These findings suggested that dendritic expression of NaF
channels could serve as a cellular mechanism of active decorrela-
tion for a population of neurons with shared input, because the
common component of the input was not as consistently re-
flected in the output when dendritic gNaF was high. The results
also indicated that the dendritic NaF channel expression level
could have a major impact on the extent to which a population of
target neurons would phase lock to an oscillatory input. To
determine whether these results would generalize to a broader
range of conditions, we asked two additional questions: would
the effects of dendritic gNaF be different if the oscillatory inputs
were inhibitory rather than excitatory, and would the firing rate
of the model neuron have the same effect with parkinsonian os-
cillations that it did with sinusoidal oscillations.

Although the artificial parkinsonian spike trains were derived
from STN neurons in hemi-parkinsonian rats, the question of
whether dendritic NaF channel expression would have the same
effects on inhibitory oscillations is clearly relevant not just for GP
neurons, which will receive oscillatory inhibition in PD attribut-
able to the presence of GP–GP collateral synapses (Falls et al.,
1983; Kita and Kitai, 1994; Sato et al., 2000; Sadek et al., 2007), but
also for the STN neurons that receive oscillatory inhibition from
GP and the target neurons in the thalamus and brainstem that re-
ceive oscillatory inhibition from the basal ganglia output nuclei in
PD. To address this question, we repeated the simulations of Figure
7 but made all of the AMPA synapses into GABA synapses and all of
the striatal GABA synapses into AMPA synapses. The results with
oscillatory inhibition were very similar to oscillatory excitation:
when dendritic gNaF was low, spike timing more consistently re-
flected the driver signal across trials (Fig. 8A), the power spectra
showed a greater proportional increase in output beta oscillations

Figure 4. Intrinsic resonance was examined across all of the original nine model neurons
using synaptic inputs with uniformly random timing. At the lowest spike rate examined (5 Hz;
A1), all of the model neurons had relatively flat power spectra. For higher spike rates, however,
decreasing dendritic gNaF was accompanied by a progressive concentration of output power
near the mean firing frequency (A2–A4 ). This is summarized in B, which shows the relationship
between the mean spike rate and the percentage of the total output power concentrated near
to it (within 
5 Hz) for all model neurons. In C, the percentage power in the firing rate band is
plotted against total dendritic gNaF for four different firing rates. The three main example mod-
els (axonal spiking, mixed spiking, and dendritic spiking) are marked by dashed vertical lines.
Shaded boxes show that model neurons had�90% axonal spike initiation (gray box to left) and
that had �90% dendritic spike initiation (beige box to right). From this plot, it can be predicted
that, for GP neurons, a reduction in dendritic gNaF will enhance the tendency to oscillate at or
near their mean firing rates regardless of whether spike initiation is occurring primarily in the
axon, dendrites, or a mixture of both.
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(Fig. 8B), spikes tended to occur at earlier phases of the beta cycle
(Fig. 8C,D), and output spiking was more tightly phase locked to the
population oscillation (Fig. 8E). The main difference when the os-
cillatory input was inhibitory was that the phase relationship be-
tween output spiking and the driver signal was reversed (Fig. 8C,D).
It is noteworthy that, in these simulations, the proportion of the total
synaptic input (AMPA � GABAA) that was oscillatory was greatest
in the model neurons with high dendritic gNaF, because they required
less excitation to achieve the target spike rate of 28–30 Hz. This
demonstrates that the results of Figure 7 were not simply attributable
to the fact that the low-gNaF model neurons received a synaptic input
combination that was proportionally more oscillatory and shows
that dendritic NaF channel expression can serve as a general cellular
mechanism to reduce the tendency of a brain structure to transmit
oscillatory inputs to its downstream targets.

To assess the rate dependence of our results, we adjusted the
randomly timed synaptic input rates (striatal rates in which STN
inputs were oscillatory, STN rates in which striatal inputs were
oscillatory) to achieve output spike rates of 5, 13, 20, 28, 37, and
55 Hz for each model neuron. The rate 55 Hz was the highest

frequency the model neurons with steeply declining gNaF gradi-
ents (L � 50 �m or less) could achieve before entering a state of
depolarization block, in which cumulative sodium channel inac-
tivation prevented spiking. This is consistent with our slice re-
cordings showing that many rat GP neurons enter depolarization
block at sustained frequencies �50 Hz (Edgerton et al., 2010).
Although they were able to fire at 55 Hz, the spikes were abnor-
mally short and wide, suggesting that the model neurons were at
the very edge of their functional range. The spike rate tuning was
done with the CP � 0 (uncorrelated) artificial spike trains; spike
rates were allowed to fluctuate from these targets with the corre-
lated spike trains. The effects of the dendritic gNaF level were
similar whether the artificial parkinsonian spike trains were con-
nected to excitatory or inhibitory synapses (Fig. 9). The phase
synchronization ratio (a normalized version of phase synchroni-
zation that corrects for a spike rate bias in the measure; see Ma-
terials and Methods) peaked near the frequency of the underlying
oscillation for most of the model neurons and then declined as
the spike rate became higher. This is not surprising because, when
the spike rate is less than or equal to the oscillation rate, spikes can

Figure 5. Parkinsonian STN spike trains. A, Raster plot showing a short segment of the spike trains of 13 different STN neurons recorded from urethane-anesthetized hemi-parkinsonian rats
during a brain state of spontaneous activation (provided by Drs. N. Mallet and P. J. Magill). The bottom two neurons were recorded simultaneously from the same electrode, whereas all others were
recorded from different animals. Each spike train served as a template for the generation of new artificial spike trains using our context tree approach (see Materials and Methods). Different colors
were used simply to facilitate visualization of the individual spike trains and do not have meaning. B, Schematic of the context tree process for estimating the probability that a spike will occur in the
next time bin (green box) based on the preceding spiking history. First, the spike train (blue raster at top) is converted into a binned binary representation (2 ms bin widths, bins shown as alternating
black and gray boxes). The recent spiking history for any given time bin is described by a hybrid context. In the example shown, the hybrid context had high temporal resolution for recent spiking
history (the first 10 context symbols were the 10 most recent bins) and lower temporal resolution for more distant spiking history (5 bins per context symbol for the last 7 symbols). The hybrid binning
rule for this example would thus be [10�1 bin, 7�5 bins]. Because the context was binary, multiple spikes within a single hybrid bin (e.g., red asterisk) were represented the same as a single spike.
The context is read backward starting from the most recent symbol. See Table 4 for the hybrid binning rules used in this study. C–F, To illustrate the performance of the method, each of the top four
recorded spike trains in A is compared with the artificial spike trains generated from it. For each of the four examples, the similarity between the original data (same color as in A) and 10 artificially
generated spike trains based on that template data (blue) is illustrated using raster plots (C), interspike interval histograms (D), autocorrelation histograms (E), and power spectra (F ). Our method
was able to generate artificial spike trains that preserved the statistics of the template data for a wide range of spike rates and patterns.
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occur exclusively at the peak of each oscillation cycle, but at
higher spike rates, spikes must occur over a wider range of phases
because there is more than one spike per oscillation cycle. Low
dendritic gNaF expression was associated with higher phase syn-
chronization (Fig. 9A,B) for all spike rates except when the low
gNaF models were pushed to the brink of depolarization block.
The average phase at which spikes occurred was consistently ear-
lier in the beta cycle for models with low dendritic gNaF, although
the difference between the models increased as the spike rate
increased (Fig. 9C,D). The proportional increase in beta power
due to the input oscillation was greatest in the model neurons
with low dendritic gNaF at all spike rates, but this difference was
greatest at higher spike rates (Fig. 9E,F). In summary, although
the spike rate did influence the magnitudes of the different mea-
sures, the effects of the dendritic NaF channel density on phase lock-
ing and oscillation transfer were consistent across rates and for both
excitatory and inhibitory synapses. This somewhat counterintuitive
result can be understood when considering that the total net synaptic
current is a balanced mix of excitatory and inhibitory ongoing activ-
ity and that the presence of modulation in either signal has a similar
net effect on modulating total synaptic current. An alternative way
that inhibition could act similarly to excitation would be by trigger-
ing rebound spike initiation, but we confirmed that inhibition was
acting to suppress spike initiation in our model neurons because
adding a group of inhibitory synapses to any region of the model
always resulted in reduced firing overall and reduced spike initiation
at the site of the added inhibitory inputs (data not shown).

Similar decorrelating effects of dendritic NaF channels at
different HCN and SK channel expression
densities
Previous electrophysiological and modeling studies have focused
on the potential contributions of HCN (Chan et al., 2004) and SK
(Deister et al., 2009) channels to spike timing variability and
neuronal synchronization in the rodent GP. Furthermore, it was
recently demonstrated that dopamine depletion can cause a
downregulation of HCN channel expression in rodent GP neu-
rons, with a concomitant loss of spontaneous pacemaking when
synaptic excitation was absent (Chan et al., 2011). To investigate
the relationship between HCN, SK, and dendritic NaF channel
effects on phase locking in our GP neuron models, we systemat-
ically varied the HCN and SK channel densities in the axonal
spiking and dendritic spiking model neurons. The original model
neurons showed only small changes in their spontaneous firing
rates when the HCN channels were removed, consistent with
previous research using HCN channel antagonists (Chan et al.,
2004). Because a more recent study (Chan et al., 2011) suggested
a greater role for HCN channels in driving spontaneous pace-
making, we reduced the persistent sodium channel density by
	20% and increased the baseline activity of the HCN channels in

Figure 6. Generation of correlated parkinsonian input trains using the oscillatory driver
signal. A, One second of example data showing the different-sized driver signals (A1) used to
generate oscillatory inputs, the phase (A2, cyan trace) of the driver signal obtained from a
Hilbert transform of a 15–30 Hz bandpass-filtered version (dashed black line) and the summed
conductance of all 800 AMPA synapses (A3) for one simulation with each driver signal. Each
driver signal had a mean of 1 and variance equal to the correlation parameter CP. The variability
of the oscillation cycle durations is illustrated in A2 by the presence of an elongated cycle
(orange arrow) followed by two compressed cycles (gray arrows) in the phase trace. B, Raster
plots (B1, B2) and a binned spike histogram (B3) for the artificial spike trains with the highest

4

correlation level used (CP � 0.022, red trace in other panels). B1 shows all 800 inputs, and B2
shows only the first 10 rows of B1 so that the spiking patterns can be observed in greater detail.
The histogram in B3 has bin widths of 5 ms. Data in B are from the same time segment as in A.
C, Power spectra for longer versions (100 s each) of the AMPA conductance traces shown in A3.
D, Coherence spectra between the AMPA conductance traces and the driver signal. E, Overlaid
phase histograms showing where the AMPA input events occurred with respect to the driver
phase for each driver signal amplitude (histograms were constructed with 10° bins and normal-
ized so that the y-axis displays the percentage of all AMPA events per phase bin). F, Phase
synchronization of AMPA input events (all 800 synapses combined) measured as a function of
the correlation parameter value. Dashed black line is a linear fit with slope � 0.069 and
y-intercept 1.9e-5.
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these simulations by right-shifting their activation curves (see
Materials and Methods).

With these modifications, HCN channels were essential for
spontaneous pacemaking activity in the absence of any stimula-
tion (Fig. 10A–C), whereas the SK channel density only moder-
ately affected spontaneous firing but substantially influenced the
firing frequency during depolarizing current injection (Fig. 10A–
C), consistent with experimental data (Deister et al., 2009). The
model neurons were then stimulated with the same parkinsonian
excitation patterns used in Figures 7 and 9, with inhibition ad-
justed to achieve average firing rates of 28 Hz. For each dendritic
gNaF level, we tested three SK densities (none, baseline, or 2.5
times baseline) and three HCN densities (none, baseline, and 10

times baseline) in all nine combinations
(see Materials and Methods). We used
three measures for these comparisons: (1)
the relative increase in oscillatory output
at 16 –19 Hz, which is a measure of how
strongly the model neuron transmitted
the parkinsonian oscillation; (2) phase
synchronization of spikes with the oscil-
latory driver signal, which indicates how
closely the model neuron spike times
were locked to the shared component of
the input; and (3) the relative power
within 
5 Hz of the mean spike fre-
quency, which gives insight into how
strongly the intrinsic pacemaker mecha-
nisms in the model neurons contributed
to output spike timing.

Both SK and HCN channels affected
the mean spike rates of the model neurons
in the presence of synaptic input, so com-
pensatory adjustments to the inhibitory
input rate were necessary to achieve the
same target spike rate of 28 Hz. For all
values of SK and HCN expression, the
model neuron with low dendritic NaF
channel expression showed more consis-
tent spike timing from trial to trial (Fig.
10D) and a greater relative increase in
power at the input oscillation frequency
(Fig. 10E,F) compared with the model
neuron with high dendritic gNaF. To assess
the contributions of HCN and SK chan-
nels, the 90 trials for each gNaF level (nine
combinations of HCN and SK, with 10
trials for each combination) were grouped
by either the HCN or SK density and com-
pared (Fig. 10F–H). When HCN was used
as the grouping variable, there were no
significant differences ( p � 0.05,
Kruskal–Wallis one-way ANOVA) in the
relative increase in power at the input os-
cillation frequency (Fig. 10F), the phase
synchronization of the output spikes with
the driver signal (Fig. 10G), or the relative
power at the average model spike fre-
quency 
 5 Hz (Fig. 10H). When the SK
density served as the grouping variable,
there were no significant differences in the
relative increase in power at 16 –19 Hz
(Fig. 10F), and the high dendritic gNaF

model showed no significant differences in phase synchroniza-
tion, but the model neuron with low dendritic gNaF expression
showed a small but significant decrease in phase synchronization
when SK was high compared with the zero and medium levels
(Fig. 10G). This effect can also be observed in the raster plots in
Figure 10D, which show less consistent trial-to-trial spike firing
at the highest SK density for this model neuron. Finally, the uni-
form gNaF model again showed no significant effect of the SK
channel density on the output power near to the mean spike
frequency, whereas the model neuron with low dendritic gNaF

expression showed a very strong positive effect of SK channel
expression on this measure (Fig. 10H). These results support
three main conclusions: (1) the effects of dendritic NaF channel

Figure 7. Dendritic sodium channels reduce phase locking to parkinsonian excitatory input patterns. A, Raster plots (top) show
model neuron output spike times for simulations where the input correlation was weak (correlation parameter CP � 0.0045) or
moderate (CP � 0.022). Binned spike histograms (bottom) are from the CP � 0.022 trials only. The model neuron with the lowest
gNaF density (A1) showed much more consistent firing times from trial to trial than that with uniformly high dendritic gNaF (A2),
indicative of a greater response to the common component of the input. B, Power ratios for the CP � 0.022 trials (output spike
power spectra for CP � 0.022 trials divided by power spectra for CP � 0 trials) for six different dendritic gNaF levels. The beta
frequency oscillations in the input were reflected in the output spiking more prominently for model neurons with lower dendritic
gNaF. C, Phase histograms for the CP � 0.022 trials show what percentage of the model output spikes occurred at each phase of the
input driver signal (20° per bin). D, E, Summary statistics of the spike phase distributions for the six model neurons at different CP
values. The circular mean spike phase (D) showed little dependence on CP but demonstrated that model neurons with lower
dendritic gNaF tended to fire earlier in the oscillation cycle than those with higher dendritic gNaF. Error bars represent 95% confi-
dence limits. Phase synchronization (E) increased as a function of CP and was highest for the model neurons with lower dendritic
gNaF, meaning they were more tightly phase locked to the oscillatory input than model neurons with higher dendritic gNaF. Error
bars in E represent 95% confidence intervals generated by a bootstrap procedure (see Materials and Methods). For B–E, data are
shown for the following model neurons (from highest to lowest dendritic gNaF): uniform, gradient 250, 150, 75, 25, 10 �m. For the
raster plots in A, each line represents a different simulation trial. Each trial had the same common oscillatory driver signal but
different random seeds for inhibition, different random locations of STN synapses, and a different randomly selected set of
parkinsonian spike trains used to drive the STN inputs. Inhibitory striatal synapses had random timing with average rates that were
adjusted to achieve output spiking of 28 Hz when the correlation parameter was 0.
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expression are robust for a wide range of
HCN and SK channel expression levels;
(2) even when HCN channel activity was
essential for spontaneous pacemaking
and strongly regulated the firing rate un-
der “slice” conditions, the channels did
not substantially affect the phase locking
or oscillatory properties of the model neu-
rons in the presence of parkinsonian syn-
aptic input patterns; and (3) SK channels
had little effect on the synaptic response
properties of the model neuron with high
dendritic NaF channel expression but
caused the model neuron with low den-
dritic gNaF expression to fire more regularly
and to oscillate at its mean firing frequency.
This resulted in a small reduction in phase
locking with the irregular 16–19 Hz parkin-
sonian input oscillation.

Dendritic NaF channels have similar
decorrelating effects in simpler
model neurons
The preceding results were all obtained in
model neurons with nine ion channel
types because of experimental evidence
that each type is expressed in rat GP neu-
rons. Although including all of these
channel types has the obvious benefit of
greater biological realism, it also greatly
increases the model parameter space and
may therefore increase the probability of
obtaining results that are only valid for a
specific and limited set of model parame-
ters. One way to address this concern is to
verify the main conclusions across a range
of parameter combinations, as we did in
the last section by varying the SK and
HCN channel densities. Another ap-
proach is to reduce the parameter space by
removing most of the model complexity,
leaving only those components that are
essential to the mechanism that is being
studied. For this purpose, we applied oscillatory synaptic inputs
to simplified model neurons that expressed only two types of ion
channels: fast sodium channels and the delayed rectifier Kv2 (Ta-
ble 2). With sinusoidal input oscillations, the model neurons with
low levels of dendritic gNaF again showed the greatest tendency to
transmit the oscillation (Fig. 11A,B). As we observed in the nine-
channel models, the effect of dendritic gNaF was greatest when the
input oscillation rate was similar to the model neuron spike rate
(Fig. 11C); however, the model neurons with low dendritic gNaF

showed a greater tendency to transmit input oscillations over all
firing rates tested, ranging from 5 to 80 Hz. When the excitatory
inputs were driven by the artificial parkinsonian spike trains,
model neurons with lower dendritic gNaF expression levels
showed the largest proportional increases in oscillatory beta fre-
quency power (Fig. 11D) and significantly higher phase synchro-
nization with the oscillatory driver signal (Fig. 11 E) compared
with those with high dendritic gNaF. Furthermore, because the
two-channel model neurons did not enter depolarization block
even at frequencies as high as 80 Hz, these results demonstrate
that the decorrelating effects of dendritic gNaF still apply at high

firing rates in model neurons that are capable of very fast firing.
One difference between the two-channel models and their nine-
channel counterparts was that dendritic gNaF expression did not
cause a consistent shift in the mean phase of spiking relative to the
driver signal oscillation (Fig. 11F), indicating that the effect of
dendritic NaF channels on the phase relationship between output
spiking and input oscillations is modified by the other ion chan-
nels present in the neuron.

Reduced input averaging as a mechanism of decorrelation
A possible explanation for why model neurons with lower den-
dritic NaF channel expression were more sensitive to the oscilla-
tions can be proposed by considering what triggers spike
initiation in each model. In the low dendritic gNaF models (L10

and L25), all action potentials initiated in the axon initial segment.
Spike timing would therefore be dictated by the combination of
the axo-somatic pacemaker and the weighted sum of all excit-
atory and inhibitory synaptic inputs filtered by the dendritic tree.
Signals that were disproportionately represented in the input
population, such as correlated rate changes or synchronized os-

Figure 8. When the parkinsonian STN inputs were made inhibitory and the randomly timed striatal inputs made excitatory,
model neurons with lower dendritic gNaF again showed a greater tendency to phase lock with the shared oscillatory input. A, Raster
plots (top) for the model neurons with the lowest (A1) and highest (A2) dendritic gNaF levels during simulations in which the input
correlation was weak (CP � 0.0045) or moderate (CP � 0.022). Binned spike histograms (bottom) are from the CP � 0.022 trials
only. B, Power ratios for the CP � 0.022 trials from the same six model neurons analyzed in Figure 7. C, Spike phase histograms for
the CP � 0.022 trials (20° per bin) show an approximately antiphasic relationship between output spiking and the inhibitory input
oscillations. D, Plots of the circular mean for each spike phase distribution show that, despite the switch from in-phase to anti-
phase, model neurons with lower dendritic gNaF still tended to fire earlier in the oscillation cycle than those with higher dendritic
gNaF. E, Phase locking to the input was again higher in model neurons with lower dendritic gNaF than model neurons with higher
dendritic gNaF. For these simulations, the synapses that were STN AMPA synapses in the preceding section retained the same
locations and timing but became GABAA synapses, and the striatal GABAA synapses became AMPA synapses but had their average
rates adjusted to achieve model output of 28 Hz at CP � 0.
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cillations, would be reflected most strongly in the output spiking
of the neuron. With high dendritic gNaF expression, spike initia-
tion can occur at multiple locations and is more sensitive to the
activity of small groups of neighboring synapses rather than the
global weighted sum of the synaptic input. Although the individ-
ual inputs still reflected the underlying oscillation, the stochastic
nature of synapses makes their activity more loosely tied to the
oscillation than is the global population average. To illustrate this
concept, we compared the summed conductance trace represent-
ing all 800 AMPA synapses with the summed conductance traces
of small groups of 10 AMPA synapses (Fig. 12). The inputs were
from the CP � 0.022 pool. The oscillation in the driver signal
(Fig. 12A1) was clearly visible in the globally summed conduc-
tance trace (Fig. 12A2) but much less apparent in the summed
conductance traces of small groups of synapses (Fig. 12A3, 10
synapses per group, randomly selected). This was confirmed by
power spectral (Fig. 12B) and coherence (Fig. 12C) analysis. Fur-
thermore, this analysis does not take into account the effects of
dendritic low-pass filtering, which increases with distance and
will therefore have a greater effect on the somatic input average
than on spatially localized dendritic input events.

Discussion
The results of this study demonstrate that a high density of
dendritic NaF channels can serve as a cellular mechanism of
active decorrelation and reduce the tendency of model GP
neurons to propagate input oscillations to their targets. Con-
versely, a low density of dendritic NaF channels favors corre-
lated responses to shared input and increases phase locking
with input oscillations. These findings were valid whether the
oscillatory synaptic inputs were excitatory or inhibitory and
whether the spiking pattern of individual synapses was ran-
dom timing with a sinusoidal rate modulation or parkinso-
nian bursting activity with an underlying oscillation more like
a local field potential. The results were also consistent across a
range of ion channel contexts.

There are two different cellular mechanisms contributing to
our results. First, for oscillations near to the firing frequency of
the target neuron, resonance between the oscillatory input and
the intrinsic pacemaker that controls spontaneous GP firing
causes strong phase locking of the target neuron to the input. This
mechanism is strengthened by SK channel expression but is dis-
rupted by high expression of dendritic NaF channels because
local dendritic spike initiation reduces the impact of intrinsic
pacemaking. Second, even when the input oscillation does not
match the neural firing rate or does not have a consistent cycle
duration, dendritic NaF channels still disrupt phase locking of the
target neuron to the underlying oscillation. This result most likely
reflects the shift in spike initiation from the axon initial segment,
in which spike timing reflects the global weighted sum of synaptic
input throughout the soma and dendrites, to local dendritic
branches in which small groups of neighboring synapses can trig-
ger spikes. For this reason, oscillations (or non-oscillatory shared
input signals) that are reflected in the global input average should
be better detected by GP neurons with low dendritic gNaF expres-
sion. Conversely, an oscillation carried by a small number of
highly correlated inputs would be detected better by a neuron
with high dendritic gNaF if the oscillatory inputs were clustered
together and excitatory (Edgerton et al., 2010). However, the
prominent beta oscillations present in local field potential re-
cordings from the GPe of parkinsonian patients (Silberstein et al.,
2003) and rats (Mallet et al., 2008b) indicate that, in PD, oscilla-
tory inputs to GP are prevalent in the input population as a whole
and not confined to a small number of adjacent synapses.

The quantitative expression density of NaF channels in GP
dendrites has not been determined for either normal or parkin-
sonian animals, so one limitation of the present study is that we
only demonstrate a possible biological mechanism of active deco-
rrelation and cannot determine how important dendritic NaF
channel expression is to active decorrelation in biological GP
neurons. However, NaF channel proteins are present in rat GP
dendrites, and there is evidence that excitatory synaptic inputs
can trigger propagating dendritic sodium spikes in rat GP neu-
rons (Hanson et al., 2004). Furthermore, it has been demon-
strated in other neuron types that the NaF current density is
subject to regulation through multiple pathways and on multiple
timescales (Surmeier et al., 1992; Cantrell et al., 1997; Cantrell
and Catterall, 2001; Herzog et al., 2003; Hu et al., 2005; Xu et al.,
2005), indicating that the dendritic gNaF expression level in GP
dendrites could be dynamic. Given these findings, two reasonable
and testable hypotheses emerge from the present study: (1) that
dendritic NaF channel expression in GP neurons is an important
contributor to the lack of correlated activity between neighboring
pairs of GP neurons in normal animals; and (2) that a decrease in

Figure 9. Effects of spike rate on phase locking and oscillations in the GP models. Similar
results were observed whether the parkinsonian inputs were excitatory AMPA synapses (left
column) or inhibitory GABAA synapses (right column). A, B, Phase locking decreased at higher
spike rates as the additional spikes were distributed more broadly across each beta cycle, but
synchronization was significantly higher in the models with low dendritic gNaF in all cases except
when the model neurons were driven to fire at 55 Hz with parkinsonian AMPA inputs. The rate
55 Hz was the upper limit that could be achieved before the models with low dendritic gNaF were
in a state of complete depolarization block. The data are plotted as the observed phase synchro-
nization for the spike trains divided by the phase synchronization expected by random chance to
correct for the firing rate bias in this measure (see Materials and Methods). Black dashed lines
show the chance level. C, D, The circular mean phase at which spikes occurred during the beta
cycle was always earlier in the models with lower dendritic gNaF, but the difference grew as the
spike rate increased. The dashed black line is at 0° in C and 180° in D. E, F, Finally, the model
neurons with low dendritic gNaF showed larger proportional increases in power at the predom-
inant frequency of the driver signal (16 –19 Hz) than model neurons with higher gNaF, and this
effect was greatest at higher spike rates. In all panels, the error bars represent 95% confidence
intervals.
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the dendritic NaF channel expression density contributes to the
emergence of network oscillations in PD.

It has been reported that dopamine receptor agonists induce
Fos expression in the rat GP (Ruskin and Marshall, 1995), pro-
viding direct evidence for dopaminergic effects on gene expres-

sion in GP neurons. Application of dopamine or dopamine
receptor agonists to rat GP neurons in slices has been found to
depolarize the neurons and increase their firing rates (Nakanishi
et al., 1985), alter mGluR signaling (Poisik et al., 2007), and sup-
press GABAergic IPSCs, at least partly through postsynaptic

Figure 10. Effects of SK and HCN channels on the functioning of the model neurons. A–C, Effects of different SK and HCN channel expression levels under slice conditions (no synaptic input). To
increase the functional impact of the HCN channels, we used model neurons in which the half-activation voltage for HCN channels was right-shifted by 20 mV and the density of the persistent sodium
channels was reduced by 	20% for these simulations. All other model properties were unchanged. Three expression levels were tested for each channel type: no expression (�), moderate
expression (�; 1 S/m 2 for HCN, 4 S/m 2 for SK), and high (��; 10 S/m 2 for both). The spontaneous firing rate was highly sensitive to the HCN expression level whether the dendritic gNaF level was
low (A, left column in C) or uniformly high (B, right column in C), whereas the SK density had smaller effects on the spontaneous rate. The firing rate during a somatic current injection of �100 pA
was affected by both channel types in both model neurons (C, bottom row). D–H, Effects of SK and HCN expression on responses to the same parkinsonian excitation patterns used in Figures 7 and
9 (CP � 0.022). D, Raster plots show that the trial-to-trial responses were more consistent in the model neuron with low dendritic gNaF than the uniform gNaF model, especially when the SK channel
density was low. E, The beta frequency oscillation in the input was transferred more strongly by the axonal spiking than the dendritic spiking model neuron regardless of the HCN and SK channel
expression levels. F, The relative increase in the spike train power spectrum from 16 to 19 Hz, which captures the beta oscillation in the input, was significantly greater for the axonal spiking model
than the dendritic spiking model for all SK and HCN combinations but did not differ significantly as a function of the SK or HCN channel density in either model. G, Phase synchronization with the
oscillatory input signal was significantly higher in the axonal spiking model than the dendritic spiking model for each SK and HCN combination. For the axonal spiking model neuron, phase
synchronization was significantly reduced at the highest SK channel expression level compared with the zero and moderate SK groups. H, In the axonal spiking model, increased SK channel
expression caused the output power to be concentrated near the average spike frequency. The inhibitory inputs were randomly timed and adjusted to achieve output spike rates of 28 Hz. Statistical
comparisons were done using the Kruskal–Wallis test for multiple-group comparisons, followed by pairwise comparisons with the Wilcoxon’s rank-sum (Mann–Whitney U) test. Box plots in F–H
show the group median (black bar in middle), 95% confidence intervals for the median (notches), upper and lower quartiles (box boundaries), data within 1.5 times the interquartile range
(whiskers), and statistical outliers (black dots beyond the whiskers).
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mechanisms (Nakanishi et al., 1985; Shin et al., 2003). Further-
more, dopamine depletion was shown recently to downregulate
HCN channel expression in rat and mouse GP neurons and to
cause the neurons to lose their normal pacemaking function
(Chan et al., 2011). The same study found that somatic sodium
channel currents were not altered and that GP neuron sodium
channel mRNA levels were not consistently changed by dopa-
mine depletion, but whether or not dendritic sodium channel
expression is altered remains an open question. The loss of pace-
making activity in the neurons indicates that HCN channels were
not the only GP ion channels affected by dopamine depletion,
because acutely blocking HCN channels causes only a moderate
change in the spontaneous firing rate (Chan et al., 2004); a de-
crease in dendritic sodium channel expression would further re-
duce excitability and could explain the discrepancy between
acute HCN channel block effects and the downregulation of
HCN channels in dopamine-depleted animals.

In a previous study with this set of model GP neurons (Edg-
erton et al., 2010), we showed that higher dendritic NaF channel

expression resulted in increased sensitivity to clustered synchro-
nous excitation and greater relative effectiveness of distal synaptic
inputs (both excitatory and inhibitory). Because there is evidence
of increased receptive field sizes and reduced specificity of GP
neuron responses in parkinsonian animals (Filion et al., 1988) in
addition to the elevated GP synchrony observed in PD, we hy-
pothesized that upregulation of dendritic NaF channels in PD
could contribute to some of the symptoms. In the present study,
we developed a novel method to construct artificial spike trains
that preserve the statistical properties of STN neurons recorded
in hemi-parkinsonian rats. When we applied the parkinsonian
input patterns to the model neurons, dendritic NaF channel ex-
pression had the opposite effect from what we had originally
predicted because the oscillatory pattern was present throughout
the population, not just in a small number of clustered excitatory
inputs. As such, the results of this study are more consistent with
a high density of dendritic gNaF in normal GP neurons and a lower
density in PD. This would not account for the increased receptive
field sizes observed in GP neurons of MPTP-treated parkinso-

Figure 11. Dendritic NaF channels reduced the sensitivity to oscillatory input in the two-channel models for both sinusoidal (A–C) and parkinsonian (D–F) inputs. A, Raster plots are
shown for models with five different dendritic gNaF distributions responding to sinusoidal oscillations in the excitatory inputs at 20 Hz (A1) or 5 Hz (A2). The inhibitory input rate was
adjusted to make the model neurons fire at 20 Hz in each case. B, Power spectra are shown for oscillation frequencies of 5, 13, 20, 28, and 37 Hz, all with the model spike rate being 20
Hz. Like the more complex models with nine different channel types, the two-channel models showed an inverse relationship between the level of dendritic gNaF and the tendency to
transmit global input oscillations. C, Plots of the percentage of spectral power within 
1 Hz of the oscillation frequency demonstrate that the two-channel models showed resonance
between the intrinsic pacemaker and the oscillatory input, similar to the nine-channel models. Although the effect of dendritic gNaF was largest when the spike rate matched the input
oscillation, the models with the lowest dendritic gNaF density showed the greatest tendency to transmit the input oscillations at all firing rates tested. D–F, When artificial parkinsonian
spike trains were used for the excitatory synaptic inputs, the two-channel models with the lowest dendritic gNaF expression transmitted the oscillatory pattern most strongly (D) and
showed the greatest phase locking to the input (E). Unlike the nine-channel models, no significant differences were observed between the two-channel models in the mean phase at
which spikes tended to occur relative to the input oscillation (F).
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nian monkeys, but the monkeys also show reduced neural re-
sponse specificity in the motor cortex (Goldberg et al., 2002) and
corticostriatal connections (Helmich et al., 2010), which could
explain the receptive field alterations seen in GP.

Several previous studies have addressed mechanisms that are
likely to influence GP neuron synchronization. The GP and STN
are reciprocally connected and are both composed of tonically
active projection neurons, creating a suitable architecture for the
generation or propagation of synchronous oscillations (Bevan et
al., 2002). Network modeling work has demonstrated that sparse
connectivity between the GP and STN, strong collateral inhibi-
tion between GP neurons, and weak levels of tonic inhibition
from the striatum would all favor uncorrelated, irregular activity
in the network, whereas increased striatal inhibition or a weak-
ening of collateral inhibition between GP neurons would pro-
mote synchronous oscillations (Terman et al., 2002). Increased
striatal inhibition combined with strengthened STN rebound
bursts also favored a switch from uncorrelated activity to syn-
chronous oscillations in the same network model (Best et al.,
2007). Using a different network model, Holgado et al. (2010)
found that the coupling strengths and conduction delays between
GP and STN, as well as the relative strengths of the cortical input
to STN and the striatal input to GP, could all critically influence

whether or not beta oscillations emerged in the network. At the
cellular level, electrophysiological studies and modeling studies
have demonstrated that HCN channels (Chan et al., 2004) and SK
channels (Deister et al., 2009; Schultheiss et al., 2010) can make
GP neurons more likely to synchronize in response to common
input. In the present study, SK channels reduced the firing rate of
all model neurons but only affected phase locking and oscillatory
activity when dendritic NaF expression was low. In the model
with low dendritic gNaF, SK channels promoted clock-like firing
at the mean spike rate and thereby reduced phase locking of the
model neuron to input oscillations at different frequencies. In the
model with high dendritic gNaF, distributed dendritic spike initi-
ation dominated over the intrinsic axo-somatic pacemaker such
that SK channels did not affect phase locking or oscillatory out-
put. HCN channels affected the firing rate but did not signifi-
cantly affect phase locking or oscillatory firing in any of our
simulations with synaptic input, although we attempted to exag-
gerate the functional importance of the channels. Thus, the den-
dritic NaF channel expression level was a stronger determinant of
input phase-locking properties than either the HCN or SK chan-
nel density in our model GP neurons. Ultimately, many different
mechanisms probably contribute to the regulation of correlated
and oscillatory firing in GP neurons. Our results point to den-
dritic NaF channel expression as an attractive candidate for ad-
ditional study.
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